SIGNIFICANCE - SIGN-MAKING FUNCTION

Sign (and Signature), in psychology.
(1) See Sign, and of Local Signs, Temporal Sign, Symbol, and Symptom.
(2) Used also for the various symbols—written, spoken, &c.—of the Language, Funtions (q.v.), such as vocal sign, gesture sign, graphic sign, &c.

see the signs employed in the "logic" of chemistry, &c., as Logos Logic (exact), Gram, Symbolic Logic.
In regard to the use of signs for logical aggregation and multiplication, it is recommended that the traditional symbols be adhered to as follows:
(1) For aggregation, the plus sign +; something which is either a or b.
(2) For multiplication, the form ab: something which is at once a and b. (Cf. 2.23.)

Sign (of Deprecation). See Laboratory and Grammatical Sign.

Significance; see Significati (1), (2). Signification (and Application, in logic): General signification, one to which the complete signification or (implication of all x is y) is all its valid consequences, and its complete assignment to the proposition is not its meaning. Significatio is the proposition.

Significance. See Delethaude (q.v., "De l'interprétation des signes," Prisian, "Principes de la logique," etc.). Prisian, especially his "De l'interprétation des signes," is the author to whom all significations are attributed to the term. The significations of the term are all the qualities which are attributed to it by all signification.

Great attention has been paid to the signification of a term. The signification of a term is the term's meaning. The term's meaning is the term's significance. The term's significance is the term's signification.
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